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Chapter XVIII

What Makes Islamic Art Islamic?*

A series of major recent exhibitions – the Paris collections in the Orangerie,
new and brilliantly organized permanent wings in the Berlin Museum and
at the Metropolitan Museum in New York, the arts of Egypt at the occasion
of Cairo’s millenary, several successive presentations of the rich collections of
the Freer Gallery in Washington, a newly acquired collection in Los Angeles,
the arts of Isfahan under Shah Abbas at Asia House in New York and the
Fogg Museum at Harvard University, the opening of the Leo Mayer Memorial
Museum in Jerusalem – and now the forthcoming Festival of Islam in
England following more modest earlier gatherings sponsored by the Arts
Council have, rather suddenly, brought to the public eye the artistic creativity
of the Muslim world. More or less learned catalogs have been published and,
almost for the first time since the middle of the nineteenth century, a field
which had been for decades the concern of a limited set of specialists has
attracted the attention of art historians, connoisseurs, collectors, architects
and the general public in surprisingly consistent ways.

Why this interest? There are, no doubt, mundane reasons: the new role
played by Muslim countries in the world; overexposure to the more traditional
arts through books, exhibitions or easy access; a search for exotic fields for a
jaded public. But there may be more profound reasons as well, deriving
from inner characteristics of Islamic art which are peculiarly exciting to our
times.

The following pages are devoted to a few speculations on some of these
possible reasons and to the question whether they can appropriately be
considered as Islamic. It is necessary, however, to preface these thoughts with
a few words of caution. One is that it is foolish, illogical and historically
incorrect to talk of a single Islamic artistic expression. A culture of thirteen
centuries which extended from Spain to Indonesia is not now and was not
in the past a monolith, and to every generalization there are dozens of
exceptions. The glorious Selimiye in Edirne reflects an entirely different
aesthetic from the one found in the mosque of Cordoba, and the Alhambra
is not the Taj Mahal. Even if it can be argued, or at best debated, that
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Mughal and Ottoman art have more in common with the art of the Umayyads
in Syria and Spain than with Buddhist or Renaissance art, the question is
whether whatever they share is a quality of their Islamic culture or of other
temporal or regional idiosyncrasies. Another cautionary word is also an
apology. The views and opinions which are here expressed were developed as
a Western observer sought to understand an art. They do not derive from a
Muslim experience, and it is indeed a problem faced by nearly all scholars in
the field that neither the traditional nor the contemporary Muslim cultures
have so far provided the kind of intellectual and verbal framework which
facilitated the perception of Chinese or Japanese art for those who are
outside the culture itself. In all likelihood there are many more examples of
aesthetic and artistic judgments within the tradition than have been recognized
so far. There certainly was a whole vocabulary for visual forms which is as
yet undetected, and all of us will greatly profit from contemporary Muslim
meditations on Islamic art as well as from more practical investigations into
the psychological and emotional attitudes of the modern Near East toward
its own visual expression. For the time being, we have no choice but to
understand the Muslim tradition of art from the outside and for this reason
whatever follows is still very preliminary.

Three themes have seemed to me to be particularly distinguishable within
the mass of works of Islamic art: its social meaning, its abstract ornament, its
tension between unity and plurality.

The Art of a Society

It is self-evident that monumental architecture has a close relationship to
the society which surrounds it, sponsors it and uses it. Walls or fortresses
protect and sanctuaries house the varieties of expressions a culture develops
for its piety and sense of the sacred. Palaces like the early Umayyad ones,
the Alhambra, or Iranian garden pavilions are less obviously useful for the
whole social body, but then they form but a fraction of the culture’s
architectural production. A peculiarity of Islamic architecture was its early
concern for the monumentalization of more settings for social activities
than any architectural tradition before the nineteenth century except Rome.
Schools, caravanserais, baths, markets, hostelries acquired very rapidly
forms of unusual quality and at times comfort. Furthermore, the funding
for these establishments was more broadly spread than elsewhere. Private
revenues were used already by the turn of the ninth century to build up
facilities for pilgrims all over Arabia and, with variations which still require
[2] investigation, the pattern continued until the Ottomans.

Yet it is not only in architecture that we see an art at the service of a
society. Practically all other artistic activities were similarly directed to making
daily, public or private, life more attractive and more exciting. New or
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rediscovered techniques revolutionized the art of the potter and of the
metalworker and transformed the humblest object into a potential work of
art. Although we are less precisely informed on textiles, the prestige of
Islamic textiles all over the world indicates that they too were unique in their
time and used at all levels of society and for all kinds of purposes. Muslim
painting is almost throughout its history an art of illustration serving to
enhance the pleasure and usefulness of a written text, while calligraphy, the
most prized of all arts, is a way to make the reading of anything a more
exciting experience. The numerous techniques of architectural decoration
managed to give to the simplest wall an aesthetically expressive quality. But
the key point is that almost all these techniques and forms were used for
implements needed in daily life and were available to all levels of society.
Regardless of the luxurious fantasies of the Thousand and One Nights, Islamic
art is characterized by an aesthetic democratization, as the forms of the
Alhambra, of Safavid palaces, or of gold objects are also present in the street
façades of hostels, the interior of mosques, and in glazed ceramics.

One can only speculate on the reasons for this phenomenon, which is so
strikingly contemporary in its intent if not in its execution, but one reason
surely was the deep egalitarianism of Islam, its sense that, even if princes and
kings have certain privileges and advantages, at least a reflection of such
advantages may be available to all.

Ornamental Geometry

Few have ever denied that Islamic art was concerned with surface decoration.
From its early masterpiece, the Dome of the Rock, all the way to Safavid
mosques, the walls of Islamic monuments and the surfaces of its objects
have been covered with motifs distinguishable by the fact that they so rarely
reflect the physical world of men and animals. Except for inscriptions, there
are comparatively few instances of coherent iconographic programs. Even
the consistent astrological or princely cycles of so many objects in ivory
from tenth-century Spain or in inlaid bronze from the thirteenth-century
Levant require such precise attention in order to be perceived properly that
they were not likely to have been the main point of the decoration. This
tendency to overwhelm surfaces at the expense of emphasizing specific
topics can properly be called ornamentation.

Why Islamic culture developed this particular tendency is still an unresolved
matter. Recent studies have, however, begun to show that it may not be
correct to interpret this ornamentation as a purely arbitrary exercise in
design, whose only objective would have been the beautification of the
surface on which it occurs. At the same time its aim may not necessarily
have been the presumed opposite of pure decoration, that is to say the direct
expression of some message in visual form.
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The example of geometry may be a case in point. Although much work had
been done on geometric patterns in the second half of the nineteenth century,
it is mostly in the past decade that the contemporary fascination with pure
design has led many observers back to Islamic ornament. The results of these
interpretations are far from being conclusive. Yet two leitmotivs can be detected.
One is the technical one of the ways in which certain figures were generated,
and the fascinating fact seems to be that highly complex number theories and
elaborate developments of rotation, symmetry and transformation were involved
in many designs. The problem is the degree and nature of the consciousness of
theoretic principles which existed among the creators of the designs. What
were the modes of transmission of the motifs? When and where did they
develop first? These are still unanswered questions.

A more tantalizing problem lies in the interpretation of this geometry. It
is tempting, as has been suggested by some, to understand this geometry as a
metaphor for the all-pervasive but intangible divine, for the presence of God
in all human creations. And it is perhaps valid to explain the endless variations
in the same geometric forms as the visual version of the names of God so
common in Muslim piety. The very notion of using geometry for such
purposes would be a deeply Islamic semiotic creation, which, just as in
writing, used arbitrary but modular signs to express its deepest meanings
rather than ideographic borrowings from the perceived world of nature.
While occasionally hermetic, the process is a strikingly contemporary one.

Unity and Plurality

Few exercises are more exciting than the contemplation of a most Islamic
form like the muqarnas. It is easy enough to become fascinated by the
technical effort involved in the carving of stone blocks, the composing of
stucco fragments, or the ordering of glass panels so as to create uniquely
Islamic cupolas, half-domes, capitals, squinches or even wall decoration.
The origins of the motif as well as the reasons why it maintained itself for so
many centuries all over the Muslim world are still not well understood. But
one aspect of the muqarnas may serve to illustrate a point valid for much of
Islamic art. It is a single completed entity whose segments are, however,
often treated as complete units in their own right; it is at the same time a
delineator of space [3] and a surface for ornament. The implication is that
the muqarnas represents a whole which subsumes an almost infinite number
of parts which are visually independent of each other. And as one looks at a
muqarnas, it is possible to begin with the completed form and then lose one-
self in an array of different shapes or else to begin with the smallest leaf on
one panel and end up with a vision of the full unit.

It is obvious enough that the degree of success which has been achieved
varies a great deal and that not all muqarnas illustrate in particularly striking
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fashion a tension between parts and whole which may be proposed as a
characteristic of much of the Muslim artistic effort. Thus it is not always
easy to decide whether an inlaid bronze of the thirteenth century meant to
make fully understandable the intricacies of its iconographic programs and
ornamental designs or to provide a certain kind of overall luxury in which
individual subjects are drowned into insignificance. Certain Nishapur plates
or even miniatures pose similar problems, each medium according to its
own internal rules. And perhaps Islamic aniconism – a far better term than
iconoclasm for the peculiar Muslim attitude toward representation – can, at
least in part, be understood as another way to avoid the temptation of visual
precision by overwhelming single topics of potentially restricted significance
with artificial patterns, colors, or whatever means were appropriate and
possible in any one technique.

This particular aesthetic process can be explained at several levels. It may
be considered as a conscious metaphor for the Muslim cosmology, a highly
unified order with a divinely ordained direction whose perception, however,
lies almost always in disjointed fragments. But the process can also be seen
on a much broader level as a search for ways to separate forms from meanings,
to create the purity of visual expression which has also identified so many
modern monuments. Perhaps one of the lessons of Islamic art is in fact its
constant failure to reach this purity, as the third Samarra style is used in
Egypt to represent animals and seventeenth-century painting becomes
fascinated with the human details of existence rather than with the abstract
colorful visions of older centuries. Yet at a third level of understanding the
process may be historical in that, just as in some trends of contemporary
architecture, there was a conscious or unconscious rejection of older pasts. A
world without renaissances (other than a few internal ones in Mamluk
Egypt or Safavid Iran) may be destined to ascetic artistic tendencies, and the
fact that some of these generalizations are less applicable to Ottoman art
may find its cause in the Ottomans greater awareness of older and alien
traditions than the Fertile Crescent or Iran.

Other explanations may exist as well, but the more important point is
that, whatever the reasons, Islamic art did manage to evolve a type of visual
tension which is quite different from the man-centeredness of Western art or
the natural complexities of Chinese art. It is the tension which ought be
stressed, it seems to me, for, in a deeper sense, it bequeaths the interpretation
and pleasure of the artistic experience to the viewer and leaves him free to
make his own choices and judgments. Therein lie its greatest achievements,
even if we cannot quite explain as yet why it was so.




